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Abstract--A new method is presented for the texture analysis and segmentation of seismic images. The 
texture of a seismic image is described in terms either of seismic horizons' features (e.g. length, reflection 
strength, geometrical appearance), or in terms of Hilbert transform features (magnitude, phase, instantane- 
ous frequency) or in terms of features related to the generalized runs. Seismic image segmentation rules are 
derived from examples by using minimum entropy rule learning techniques. Two new methods are presented 
for using geometric proximity to reference points in region growing. The first one is based on Voronoi 
tessellation and mathematical morphology. The second one is based on the so-called "radiation model" for 
region growing and image segmentation. 

Seismic image processing Hilbert transform features 
Minimum entropy rule learning Voronoi tessellation 

Horizon picking Run lengths 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Reflection seismology ~1'2~ is a widely used method to 
construct an accurate profile of the subsurface geology. 
Seismic energy from an explosion or other artificial 
seismic source on the earth surface propagates down- 
ward through rock layers. If acoustic impedance varia- 
tions between different rock layers of geologic strata 
exist, reflection of the seismic energy from the rock 
layer interfaces occurs and is detected at the surface 
receivers (geophones/hydrophones). A seismic trace is 
the output ofa geophone. A seismic section is composed 
of many adjacent seismic traces. Seismic traces are 
processed extensively before being used for the inter- 
pretation of the earth subsurface. Typical processes are 
stacking, velocity analysis, deconvolution and migra- 
tion. ~1-3~ The processed seismic sections provide a 
fairly accurate seismic image of the subsurface geology. 
The next step in oil prospecting is to interpret the 
seismic images. Seismic interpretation generally as- 
sumes that: 13~ 

• Coherent events seen on a seismic record or a 
processed seismic section are reflections from acoustic 
impedance contrasts in the earth. 

• Seismic detail (waveshape, amplitude, etc.) is 
related to geological detail, that is to stratigraphy and 
the nature of the interstitial fluids. 

An interpreter generally starts with the most obvious 
feature, usually the strongest reflection event or the 
event which possesses the most distinctive character 
and follows this event as long as it remains reliable. 
Such a lateral correlation of reflection events produces 
the so-called seismic horizons. After following seismic 
horizons, the interpreter tries to identify the fairly 
large-scale features of the depositional structure of 

sedimentary rocks and the major deformation which 
has affected such rocks. These structures can be broadly 
classified as being either faulting or folding. Structures 
of interest are faults, anticlines, synclines, saitdomes, 
unconformities, etc. t2'3~ The second step of interpreta- 
tion is seismic stratigraphy34,s~ A seismic facies unit is 
defined as a mappable group of reflections whose 
elements, such as reflection pattern, amplitude, conti- 
nuity, frequency, interval velocity differ from the ele- 
ments of adjacent units. The three principal types of 
reflection configuration are: 

(1) Reflection-free zones from areas where few reflect- 
ing surfaces exist. They are indicative of a uniform, 
single lithology or of intense postdepositional homo- 
genization of multiple lithologies. It is characteristic of 
reefs. 

(2) Simple stratified patterns in which parallel or 
divergent reflections are present and have reasonable 
degree of continuity. Continuous reflections with uni- 
form amplitude and frequency from trace to trace arise 
from rock layers that are uniform in their thickness 
and lithology over the region covered by the section. 
Parallel arrangements suggest uniform rates of deposi- 
tion on a stable or uniformly subsiding surface. The 
divergent arrangements suggest local variations in 
the rate of deposition, progressive tilting of the deposi- 
tional surface. Complex stratified configurations in- 
clude sigmoid and oblique arrangements, which occur 
in connection with progradational patterns on the 
shelf margin. 

(3) Chaotic patterns in which reflections are dis- 
continuous and discordant. They suggest a disordered 
arrangement of reflection surfaces and are character- 
istic of diapiric cores. 

Traditionally, the interpretation of seismic sections 
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has been obtained manually. The human brain is an 
exceptionally good pattern recognizer and its per- 
formance has not yet been surpassed by automated or 
semi-automated interpretation methods. However, 
there are some reasons for preferring computerized 
methods in seismic interpretation, namely speed, 
consistency, specification of recognition criteria. ~6~ 
There have been several rather scattered efforts to use 
pattern recognition, image processing and artificial 
intelligence techniques in seismic interpretation. Para- 
metric description of seismic reflection signatures and 
discriminant factor analysis is presented in Bois. c7~ 
The problem dealt with in this work is the recognition 
of a set of unknown reflections separated from known 
reflections by a fault. The imprecision and inaccuracy 
of seismic data as well as the subjective nature of the 
decisions of interpreters are taken into consideration 
by adopting fuzzy sets theory in seismic interpreta- 
tion. Is~ Multidimensional data analyses such as clust- 
ering techniques and factor analyses are also proposed 
in Dumay and Fournier. tg~ One-step Markov chains 
are proposed in Sinvhal and Khattri  tl°) to model 
different lithologies and discriminant analysis is used 
to give a fair idea about synthetic litho-stratigraphy. 
A syntactic pattern recognition approach that uses 
structural information of the wavelet to classify Ricker 
wavelets is proposed in Huang and Fu. t~1) Another 
scheme of syntactic pattern recognition employing 
Hough transform is proposed in Huang e t  al. ~12~ 

Automated horizon picking by using minimum cost 
graph searching is described in Keskes and Mermey. t~ 3~ 
A binary consistency checking scheme is applied in 
seismic horizon detection by Cheng and Lu. 1~4) Tem- 
plate matching for seismic texture discrimination and 
a generalized run length representation of a seismic 
image are described in Love and Simaan. t~5) 

This paper discusses methods for seismic image 
segmentation on the basis of stratigraphic informa- 
tion. Stratigraphic information is directly related to 
the texture information of the seismic image. Chaotic 
or reflection-free or stratified patterns are simple 
texture patterns. The texture properties of a seismic 
image will be used to partition an image into regions 
which are characterized by a property consistent with 
the stratigraphic information and are contrasted to 
their adjacent regions. This means that the primitive 
features used in the segmentation must be such that 
they have correspondence with the entities used by the 
interpreter. A feature which is already available with 
the seismic data, is the reflection strength which is 
essentially the intensity of the seismic image. Seismic 
image transformations can also be used in texture 
analysis, t~6) Such a transform traditionally used in 
stratigraphic interpretation is the Hiibert transform. It 
produces additional texture features (instantaneous 
amplitude, phase, frequency). All the above features 
characterize every pixel in the seismic image and 
consist of one category of features for further use. 
Geophysical interpretation is heavily based on the 
seismic horizons, their characteristics and their inter- 

relationships, as has already been described. Therefore, 
a second category of features may be calculated on 
horizons. Such features are horizon length, mean 
reflection strength, signature, global slope and local 
slopes. Another entity which is meaningful in seismic 
images is the (modified) binary run 1151 which is calcu- 
lated as follows. The seismic image is binarized by 
using a threshold on its intensity. A binary run is a 
maximal collinear connected set ofpixels having value 
one3 ~6~ A third category of features may be calculated 
on runs. The most straightforward is its length. Seismic 
texture features have the following geophysical signi- 
ficance: (4) 

• Local and global slope are related to stratification 
patterns. 

• Horizon and run lengths are related to the 
lateral continuity seismic events. 

• Reflection strength and Hilbert transform ampli- 
tude are related to acoustic impedance variations. 

• The instantaneous phase of the Hilbert transform 
is related to seismic event continuity. 

• The instantaneous frequency of the Hilbert trans- 
form is related to the frequency character of pattern 
variations according to changes in thickness and 
lithology. 

Seismic image segmentation requires the use of a 
logical predicate (rule) which is based on the feature 
vector and is applied to the entire image to be 
segmented. Such rules are very difficult to evaluate in 
seismic applications, because there exists no straight- 
forward relation between the features and the seismic 
image regions that have some geophysical significance. 
It is very desirable to construct a system that can infer 
the rule from examples given by the interpreter. There- 
fore, we propose the following approach. Image regions, 
which are representative of the different types of 
seismic textures, are chosen by the interpreter. These 
regions and the corresponding sets of feature vectors 
constitute the examples of the interpretation task. 
The appropriate seismic texture discrimination rule is 
created by using rule learning techniques based on the 
minimal entropy principle. The system has the ability 
to reject features possessing no discriminatory power. 
The rules derived by this system are able to dis- 
criminate, for example, regions having long and strong 
horizons from regions having short and weak horizons, 
or tilted regions from regions having approximately 
horizontal horizons. Thus, the derived rule predicates 
are of the form "feature value less than or equal to a 
proper threshold". The derived rule consists of dis- 
junctions of conjunctions of predicates. Thus, the 
segmentation rule splits the feature space into hyper- 
cubes. Each hypercube describes one seismic texture 
class. We have chosen this type of texture discrimina- 
tion rule, because it has close resemblance with the 
intuitive rules used by the human interpreter. There- 
fore, the interpreter can easily check the geophysical 
significance of the derived rule. Other types of rules 
(e.g. using discriminant surfaces (~7)) cannot be easily 
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evaluated by the interpreter. If the features can be 
calculated on every image pixel, the derived rule can 
be used directly for the segmentation of the entire 
seismic image. (18.a 9) However, if horizon/run features 
are used, only the image pixels corresponding to 
seismic horizons/runs can be segmented. All other 
pixels can be assigned to seismic image regions by 
using the geometric proximity to the already seg- 
mented seismic horizons/runs. The image domain is 
partitioned into regions such that all points in the same 
region have reference points of a specific texture class 
as their nearest neighbours. Such a segmentation 
corresponds to a generalized Voronoi tessellation of 
the image domain and is obtained by using mathe- 
matical morphology techniques. A second segmenta- 
tion method is also proposed for this case. It uses the 
assumption that the already classified pixels "radiate" 
at different frequencies. The unclassified pixels are 
assigned to the texture class sending the maximal 
radiation energy. 

The outline of the paper is as follows. Feature 
extraction is described in Section 2. Rule selection is 
examined in Section 3. Section 4 describes region 
growing techniques. Examples are presented in Sec- 
tion 5 and conclusions are drawn in Section 6. 

2. CALCULATION OF SEISMIC TEXTURE FEATURES 

There are several categories of features that can be 
evaluated on a seismic section. The first category 
includes features that can be computed at every pixel. 
Such a feature is the reflection strength, which is 
essentially the intensity of the seismic image. Addi- 
tional features are provided by Hilbert transform 
analysis. A second class of features refers to pixels 
which are participating in horizons. Finally, another 
category refers to pixels participating in runs. The 
Hilbert transform and the related features are presented 
first. Horizon picking and calculation of features on 
horizons are treated next. Finally, we discuss the 
run-length representation of a seismic section. 

2.1. Hilbert transform analysis 

Signal transformations are common in signal and 
texture analysis/16) Hilbert transform analysis effects 
a natural separation of amplitude and phase informa- 
tion. Therefore, it has particular importance in seismic 
texture discrimination. It has already found several 
applications in seismic stratigraphy/TM 

The Hilbert transform is the basis of the mathe- 
matical procedure that creates a complex trace from a 
real one. Therefore, the corresponding analysis is also 
called complex trace analysis. Hilbert transform rela- 
tions are relationships between the real and imaginary 
components of a complex sequence. (21) The complex 
trace s(n), is defined as: 

s(n) = Sr(n) +jsi(n) (1) 

where sr(n) and si(n) are real sequences. The real trace 
sr(n) is the already available seismic trace. The imagin- 

ary trace si(n ) is the Hilbert transform of the real 
seismic trace. The Hilbert transform is basically a 
special filter that shifts all positive frequencies of an 
input signal by - 9 0  ° and all negative frequencies by 
90 °. Therefore, the Fourier transforms Sr(e j'~) and 
Si(e j'°) are directly related by 

Si(e j'~) = H(eJ'°)Sr(e J'°) (2) 

where 

- - i  0 < o2 < ~z H(e j'~) = - (3) 
-n<_o)<O"  

The following relations hold: 

S(eJ,~ ) = Sr(C '~) 0 ~ ~o < rt 
- r t  < ~ o < 0  (4) 

and 

S(eY,O)=I~jS,(eJ'° ) 0 < t o  < rr 
- z r < c o < 0  (5) 

where S(e j'°) is the Fourier transform of the complex 
trace. Therefore, a kind of"causality" is applied to the 
Fourier transform of the complex trace sequence: 

S(e j~) = 0 - 7r < 09 < 0. (6) 

The magnitude sequence A(n) is given by 

A(n) = ~/(s2(n) + s2(n)) (7) 

and is called the instantaneous amplitude. It is the 
envelope of the complex trace sequence s(n). It may 
have its maximum at phase points other than peaks or 
troughs of the real trace especially where an event is a 
composite of several reflections. (22) An interesting 
geophysical interpretation of the magnitude sequence 
is given in Hardage: (2°) The real part of a complex trace 
can be used as an estimate of the kinetic energy of the 
earth system resulting from a seismic excitation, while 
the imaginary part can be used to measure the poten- 
tial energy involved in the earth's elastic response to a 
seismic disturbance. The magnitude of the complex 
trace is a measure of the total energy involved in the 
seismic reflection response. The instantaneous phase 
is given by 

si(n) 
~b(n) = a r c t a n - -  (8) 

st(n) 

and emphasizes the continuity of the events. It often 
makes weak coherent events clearer. In continuous 
time notation, the instantaneous frequency is defined 
as the rate of change of the time-dependent phase 

d 
w(t) = dt dp(t) (9) 

and by using equation (8) 

d d 
Sr(t)~t  Si(t) --  si(t)d t Sr(t) 

wit) = (10) 
# ( t )  + s~(t) 
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Since most reflection events are composed of individual 
reflections from a number of closely spaced reflectors, 
the frequency character of a composite reflection 
changes gradually as the sequence of layers changes in 
thickness and lithology. A frequency measurement 
made via Fourier transform differs both mathematically 
and conceptually from an instantaneous measurement 
of the rate of change of the phase. From a comparison 
made in Hardage, t2°) we can say that the average 
values of instantaneous and Fourier spectra should be 
identical. Their second moments should be approxi- 
mately equal, if the amplitudes vary much slower than 
phase does. However, there is no equivalence between 
any of their higher-order moments. The instantaneous 
frequency can take negative values, according to its 
definition (10). Negative frequencies occur when an 
interference between two waveforms exists. 

2.2. Horizon picking and evaluation of relevant features 

Automatic horizon picking (following) has been 
extensively treated in the literature, t7'11'12'14"23'24~ 
The basic underlying idea is that horizon following is 
considered to be peak reflection picking for reflections 
which are stronger than a predetermined threshold. 
Some constraints are imposed that take into account 
the orientation, the distance between predecessors and 
successors and the reflection strength. 

Seismic image prefiltering by non-linear filters t23,25~ 
which sharpen reflection peaks is highly desirable 
and it produces less "jaggy" horizons. We have 
used a method similar to that described in Pitas and 
Venetsanopoulos ~23) and a superior and updated ver- 
sion of that presented in Pitas and Kotropoulos. t24~ 

A seismic horizon is described as a list which has a 
head of the form 

struct horizonhead { 
unsigned long global_inf o; 
struct horizonpoint • nextpoint; 

}; (11) 

where global_ info about a horizon could be either 
average reflection strength, reflection variance, horizon 
length, global slope. Every pixel participating in a 
horizon is described as 

Fig. 1. Parameters of a Ricker wavelet. 

We assume that the source pulse travelling through 
the earth is the characteristic Ricker wavelet shown in 
Fig. I. When the characteristic wavelet cannot be 
identified (e.g. we may have a two-lobe pattern instead 
of a three-lobe pattern) the undetermined quantities 
are assumed of I N F I N I T Y  value. Information about 
local horizon features (e.g. local reflection intensity, 
local orientation, etc.) at each horizon point are stored 
at each node of the horizon. The procedure of horizon 
picking is described below. 

First of all, we keep only those pixels whose gray 
level (e.g. reflection strength) is greater than a thresh- 
old, usually in the middle of the dynamic range. In 
other words, we define as an event whatever is between 
two successive threshold crossings and has value 
greater than the threshold. The local extremum (peak) 

i - 1  

i 

Fig. 2(a). 

struct horizonpoint { 
int dtime; /* two way travel time */ 
int trace; /* tracenumber */ 
int peak; /* reflection intensity of the node */ 
int leftvalley; /* reflection intensity of the lower valley */ 
int rightvalley; /* reflection intensity of the upper valley */ 
int wl, w2, w3; /* widths of upper, middle and lower lobes (see Fig. l) */ 
unsigned long feature; /* feature assigned to every node */ 
struct horizonpoint*nextpoint; /* pointer to the next node */ 

(12) 
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Definitions: 
i ,i denote trace numbers 
.o 
3o, q denote two-way travel time 

XMAX horizontal dimension of the image 

I Start from a peak of a seismic trace that does not 
participate in a horizon that has already been [~ 

extracted. Let I(io,Jo) be such a peak [ I 

i Create a node of type horizonpoint for the point 
(i ,j ). Make this node first node for the horizon I delete node 
which°is currently being extracted. [ created 

Find the maximal peak at the next trace i +i in the 
l 

interval ]o -2 ~ q ~ Jo +2 o i 

append i t  to the horizon l i s t  
t I i=i0+l I --1 v! 

I Second chance =FALSE ] 
t 

I increment i I_ F- 

I I 'se°°ndchance=' Examine pixels l(i,q) ITRU E . [ 
q: j-P~q~$+2 

ONE ~ NONE ~ " ~ T R U E  

expand hori~ 
zon to tha t |  .' ' ~MO~ 

• Imecide expansion to the more I 
P°lntstep 1/ laligned candidate successor ! (Steps 2.1,2.2) 

pont ~to the peak hav-/ 
~ng maximal stren~ 
- , 

e ] 

been followed] 

(Step 2.3) 

(~tep 3) 

Fig. 2. (a) Example of horizon following. (b) Flow chart of horizon following. 

in the extent of the event is determined. A peak linking 
strategy will be applied to all peaks which results in 
seismic horizon picking. Let us suppose that we follow 
a horizon and we are at a peak located at pixel (i,j). 
Let us also denote by I(i,j) the image (reflection) 

intensity at this pixel. The first coordinate denotes 
trace number and the second one denotes two-way 
travel time. The pixels l(i  + 1, q) are examined, where 
j - 2 < q < j  + 2 (Fig. 2(a)). The following decisions are 
made: 
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(1) If there is only one peak at the next trace and in 
the defined interval for q, the horizon is expanded to 
the location of this peak. 

(2) If there are more candidate successors, the fol- 
lowing steps are made. 

(2.1) The local slope of the previous expansion 
(i.e. from trace ( i -  1) to trace (i)) is calculated and 
the absolute differences of all possible current ex- 
pansion slopes from the previous one are considered. 
We decide expansion to the more aligned candidate 
s u c c e s s o r .  

(2.2) If there is still ambiguity (i.e. more candi- 
dates, because of absolute differences) we apply 
the preceding step (2.1) considering global slopes 
(i.e. from the beginning of the horizon up to trace (i) 
and up to trace (i + 1)) instead of local ones. 

(2.3) If we still cannot find a solution, we decide 
expansion to the peak having the maximal reflection 
strength. 
(3) If there is no peak at the next trace and in the 

specified interval for q, we give another chance to the 
horizon to be expanded, repeating steps (1), (2) for trace 
(i + 2), two traces far away from the current trace. Such 
a decision is justified theoretically, if we take into 
account the horizontal resolving power in the seismic 
section (i.e. the first Fresnel zone). 

(4) If the third step cannot lead to an expansion, the 
horizon picking is terminated. However, short hori- 
zons are rejected. 

A flow chart of the algorithm is given in Fig. 2(b). After 
horizon picking, the local and global information 
about the horizon are calculated. Local information is 
stored at each horizon node, whereas global informa- 
tion is stored at the header of the horizon list. The 
computation of most horizon features is straight- 
forward. Local horizon slope is calculated by finding 
a linear piecewise approximation of the horizon. 

2.3. Run lenoth representation 

A seismic image can be easily binarized by using an 
intensity threshold: all pixels having intensity greater 

than this threshold take value 1, whereas the rest of 
them take value 0. The binary seismic images consist 
of binary seismic traces denoted by B j, j = 1 . . . . .  N in 
this section. A binary run is defined as a maximal 
collinear connected set of pixels having value 1. °6) In 
geophysical applications it is important to follow 
non-horizontal runs in seismic sections, because they 
have stratigraphic significance. The classical imple- 
mentation of runs does not give such a possibility 
because it follows runs along the horizontal direction. 
A generalized run definition alleviates this difficulty. (15) 
It uses a binary ope ra to r ,  on two binary traces Bj and 
Bj+I whose operation is illustrated in Fig. 3. If parts 
of the binary signals overlap, the binary output has 
value one for all the duration of the overlapping, 
otherwise this operator performs as an AND operator. 
The difference between the classical and the generalized 
definition of the runs is illustrated in Fig. 4. Figure 4(a) 
shows three adjacent binary traces. Obviously all ones 
belong to the same event. The classical and the 
generalized definitions of the run give the results 
shown in Figs 4(b) and (c), respectively. The generalized 
run identifies the region of ones as a single entity 
having run length 3, whereas the classical definition 
fails to do so. The run-length image Rj[/] can be 
constructed by using the operator • as follows. It 
consists of columns R~ of the form 

Rj[i]=R~[i]+R~.[i] j = l  . . . . .  N. (13) 

The columns R[[i] result from a forward loop of the 
form 

R F. = Bj + Bj'(Bj*Bj+ 1) 
J 

+ Bj.(Bj*(Bj+ 1"(B j+ I"*Bj+2))) + " "  

+ B/(Bj*(B~+ 1 "("" (Bu-1 * BN)" "))) (14) 

whereas the columns R~[i] result from a backward 
loop of the form 

R ~ = B/(Bj*Bj_ 1) 
J 

+ B/(Bj*(Bj_ 1 "(Bj_ * *Bj-  2))) + ' "  

+ Bj.(Bj,(Bj_ l'(... (B2*B 0...))). (15) 

( 

reflection amplitude 

) . . . . .  

7 .... 
1 

Bj Bj +I Bj *Bj +I 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 3. (a) Binary seismic trace. (b) Example of the operation B~*Bj+ ,. 
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(c)  

Fig. 4. (a) Three consecutive binary traces. (b) Run lengths by using the classical definition. (c) Run lengths 
by using the generalized definition. 

The indices [i]  are dropped in (14), (15) for simplicity. 
Operators -, + in (14), (15) denote AND, OR, respec- 
tively. Behind the complicated formulae (13)-(15), the 
following simple idea is hidden: 

(1) A generalized run has to be followed, when 
overlapping between the part of ones of the current 
trace and the part of ones of the subsequent trace 
occurs. The following continues until no overlap can 
be detected or the seismic section has been exhausted. 

(2) This process is repeated for all pixels having 
value 1 that have not  been taken into account yet. 

(3) Pixels having value 0 are not taken into account. 

We describe a run as a list of head 

struct runheader ( 
int length; 
struct rtail * rest; 

}; (16) 

and nodes of the form 

3. LEARNING TECHNIQUES IN THE DERIVATION 
OF TEXTURE DISCRIMINATION RULES 

Thus far, we have described the texture of seismic 
images in terms of features that refer to every pixel 
(reflection strength, instantaneous amplitude and fre- 
quency) or in terms of features that characterize only 
the pixels that participate in horizons (length, reflection 
strength, or ientat ion-- i .e ,  local slope) or in terms of 
run lengths for the pixels participating in runs. At this 
stage, we have to form rules for texture discrimination 
based on these features. Examples of the form of the 
predicates and rules were given in the Introduction. 
Now we proceed to the mathematical formulation of 
the derivation of discrimination rules. Let us suppose 
that m features x, ,  x2 . . . . .  xm are used in the description 
of seismic texture. The frequency of appearance of a 
specific feature m-tuple (xl . . . . .  xm) creates the m- 
dimensional histogram of this m-tuple. The domain of 
the m-dimensional histogram constitutes the feature 

struct 

. 

rtail { 
int trace; /* t racenumber* /  
int up; /* leading edge of the pulse */ 
int down; /* lagging edge of the pulse */ 
struct rtail * nextpoints; /* pointer to the next node */ 

( 1 7 )  

The run length is the same for all pixels in the extent 
of the pulse and for all overlapping pulses. The run 
length is directly related to the horizon length feature 
of a seismic image. The binarized seismic image can 
also be used to obtain other features, e.g. the local 
width of an image run and the average reflection 
strength of an image run. 

space. Let us suppose that we want to discriminate K 
different texture classes namely C,, C2 . . . .  , CK. A pixel 
characterized by a feature vector x is assigned to class 
Ck, if it satisfies a decision rule of the form 

if L k ( # l , ~ 2  . . . . .  ~m) then XeCk (18) 
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where Lk is a propositional logic formula and ~ ,  
i = 1 . . . . .  m are predicates of the form 

~i$i: X i ~ T/,op t (19) 

x~, T~,opt, i = 1 . . . . .  m are the features and their corres- 
ponding optimal thresholds. The reason for choosing 
rules and predicates of the form (18), (19) is described 
in the Introduction. The choice of optimal thresholds 
in (19) and the optimal rule in (18) can be done 
automatically by a similar learning procedure described 
in Pitas et al. (26~ Specifically, it has been proposed the 
optimal choice of thresholds (used in predicates) and 
the optimal choice of rules having the form of disjunc- 
tions of conjunctions of predicates from examples and 
counterexamples, by minimizing an entropy function. 
The example and counterexample set is given by the 
interpreter. Therefore, such a system can learn rules 
from examples and it is based on an optimality 
criterion. First of all, the case of the discrimination of 
two different classes will be treated, in order to simplify 
the presentation. A modification of this scheme capable 
of implementing a multiclass rule learning will be 
described afterwards. Simultaneous optimization for 
the thresholds and the rule structure is very difficult. 
Therefore, the optimization is split in two suboptimal 
steps: 

• minimum entropy threshold selection of Ti,opt, 
i =  1 . . . . .  m; 

• minimumentropyruleselectionofLk,  k= 1, . . . ,K.  

First, minimum entropy threshold selection is des- 
cribed. The presentation of the minimum entropy rule 
selection and the multiclass discrimination follows. 

3.1. Minimum entropy threshold selection 

Let f~l, Dz denote the sets of the examples and 
the counterexamples in a two-class discrimination 
problem. Both sets consist of training feature vectors 
of the form (x l, Xz, . . . ,  Xm). Let us suppose that N 1, N 2 
are the number of elements of D 1 and f~2, respectively. 
Let HI (x~ . . . . .  x , )  denote the histogram of the examples 
and H2(x 1 . . . . .  Xm) denote the histogram of the counter- 
examples. 

The probability of the correct classification of the 
example set is 

e l  = Prob {xi < TiIQ1 } i,T 

1 
=N--~, ~ -  _<r,n/'(x') i = 1  . . . . .  m (20) 

where 

Hi,(xi) = Z ' " ~ ,  H,(¢ ,  . . . . .  xi . . . . .  era) 

m--1 

¥(~1 . . . . .  xi . . . . .  ~m)Ef~l. (21) 

In (22) the summation is carried out for the corres- 
ponding ~j j = 1 . . . .  , m,j :/: i. It is easily recognized that 
Hil (xi) is the projection of HI (x 1 . . . . .  xm) on the x~ axis. 
Similarly, the probability of the correct classification 

of the counterexample set is given by 

p2 = Prob {xi < T/[F12} i,T 

1 
= - -  E H 2 ( x i )  i =  1 . . . . .  m (22) 

N 2  xi _< Tj 

where 

H2(xi) = E ' "  ' E  H2(¢, . . . . .  xi . . . . .  era) 

m--1 

V(¢1 . . . . .  xi . . . . .  ¢,)ef~2. (23) 

In equation (23), the summation is again carried out 
for the corresponding ¢i J = 1 . . . . .  m,j ~ i. H~(xi) is the 
projection of H2(xl . . . . .  xm) on the xi axis. The prob- 
abilities of the complementary events are 

P~.v = 1 - Pik.r k = 1, 2. (24) 

The polynomial counterpart of the entropy function 
to be minimized has the form ~26) 

U(T~) = -2(P~. r + P~.F -- 2) 2 ~ m i n .  (25) 

We have m entropy functions (25), one for each 
threshold T~, i =  1 . . . .  , m. Therefore, optimization can 
be done independently for each threshold. The func- 
tion (25) is one-dimensional. Since the histograms are 
known, it can be easily evaluated by using (20)-(24) 
and its minimum can be easily found. The theoretical 
treatment of the obtained thresholds is given in Pitas 
et al. t26~ 

3.2. Minimum entropy rule selection 

The optimal rule will have the following canonical 
form:(26,27~ 

2m--1 

Lk= V atR ~ (26) 
t=O 

where the Boolean constants a t are either 0 or 1 
depending upon whether the corresponding product 
term R~' is to be excluded from or included in the rule. 
The product terms R~' are defined as 

m _ i .  ^ ~ 2  ^ ~ , ,  (27)  Rt --~m ^ "'" 

where 

~ , ! = ~ ' ~  if i j = l .  (28) 
J / .~ j  if i j  = 0 

The superscript m in (27) indicates the number of 
predicates and i . . . . . .  i 1 are the binary digits of the 
decimal subscript I, i.e. 

( lho = (imi.- 1"'"  i2il)2" (29) 

We shall drop the superscript m in product terms for 
simplicity. The predicates in (28) are of the form (19). 
The probabilities of success of each product term Rt 
are defined as follows: 

Plr(gt) = Prob {success of g t over ~ l  } 

p2(Rt) = Prob {success of R I over ~2} 

I = 0 . . . . .  2 m - 1 (30)  
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where 

1 
pk(R') = Nk ~" ~' ' '"  ~" Hk(x, . . . . .  x . )  

k =  1,2. (31) 

It can be proven that the optimal rule, in the minimum 
entropy sense, consists of the product terms for which 
the following relation holds: t26~ 

if Plr(R1)>P2r(Rt) then a t =  1. (32) 

This relation is interpreted as follows: the product 
terms, for which their success over examples is greater 
than their success over counterexamples, contribute in 
the optimal rule. In the following, the derivation of the 
optimal rule will be treated for m = 2, i.e. when only 
two features xl,x2 are employed. The product terms 
under consideration are 

Ro = ~2 ^ ~1 

R2 = ~ 2  A '~1 

Ra = ~2 A ~ 1  (33) 

where 

~1 :x l  < T 1 

~ 2 : X 2  ~-~ T 2. 

For k = l, 2 the corresponding probabilities have the 
form 

pk(Ro) 1 

pk(R,) = 1  Z ~. Hk(x,,x2) 
Xl <:T1 xz>T2 

1 

1 
e k ( R 3 ) = ~ / ~  E E Hk(X,,X2). (34) 

k X l  <-TI x2 ~T:~ 

The product terms R~, I = 0 . . . . .  3 that satisfy (32) 
participate in the optimal rule. If both terms R1 and 
R~ participate in the optimal rule, the feature x2 is 
dropped: 

L = (~1 " '~2) v (~1  A ~ 2 )  ~" ~ 1 .  (35) 

This means that the proposed algorithm can drop 
features that do not possess discriminatory power. 

3.3. Multiclass classification 

So far, an effective procedure for discriminating 
examples against counterexamples has been described. 
We shall iteratively use this scheme in a multiclass 
classification task. Let us denote by C = {C1, C2 .... , Cx } 
the set of K different classes and by fit, I = 1 . . . . .  K the 
corresponding set of examples for each class. The 
classification procedure used is hierarchical. Therefore, 

it corresponds to a binary decision tree. Each node has 
two branches: 

• a stable one which corresponds to the example 
set that has been discriminated at this level; 

• an unstable branch which corresponds to the 
remaining unclassified examole sets. 

Obviously, a stable branch leads to a leaf and has no 
successors, whereas an unstable branch leads to a node 
that is split into a stable and an unstable branch at 
the next level. Each leaf corresponds to a class and to 
a recognition rule for this class. The rule which 
discriminates a class at a certain level is calculated as 
follows. One of the unclassified example sets, e.g. Qk, 
is considered to be the candidate for discrimination. 
The union f2' of the rest of the unclassified example 
sets is considered to be the counterexample set. Thus, 
the problem is reduced to a two-class classification 
problem at each level. The classification rule is obtained 
by the techniques described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. The 
derived rule L k discriminates the class Ck against the 
rest of the unclassified classes. This rule has the 
following probability of misclassification: 

II k = Prob {ilk} Prob {misclassification I x~f~k} 

+ Prob {D'} Prob{misclassification [xeD'} 

N,+N~L Z ZY'"Z H1(~1 ..... ~,,,) 

N2 1 

J = { I : a l = l ,  I = 0  . . . . .  2 " - 1 }  (36) 

where the rule L k has been expressed as in (26), N 1 and 
N 2 are the number of elements of f~k and if ,  and 
Hi(x1 . . . . .  xm) and H 2( x 1 . . . . .  xm) are the histograms of 
~k and ft. This procedure is repeated for every class 
Ck that has not been discriminated yet. The rule Lk that 
possesses the minimal probability of misclassification 
is chosen as the discrimination rule for this level. This 
procedure is repeated with the rest of the undiscrim- 
inated example sets iteratively, until all classes are 
discriminated. The multiclass discrimination algorithm 
consists of the following steps: 

Initialization: 
K 

Example set: [2 = U f2t; 
l=l  

Set of discriminated classes: S = ~ ;  

Step 1: 

for ( k = l ; k < _ K ; k + + ) {  

f f l  = f~k; 
K 

~'~= U ~,; (~=~',urr~) 
l = l l # : k  

Determine the optimal rule L k discriminating 
D' 1 from if2; 
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Evaluate 
I-I k = Prob {misclassification over I'~ I using Lk}; 

} ,, 

Best discriminated class C~: 1-I~ = min FI~; 
1=1  

Updated set of discriminated classes: S = S w C~; 
Hierarchical rule: A = L~; 
Remaining classes to be discriminated: C = C - C~; 
Remaining example sets to be classified: ~ = f ~ -  fl~; 

Stepj j = 2  . . . . .  K - l :  

for every f~k: ~kef~ { 

e 

Determine the rule Lk; 
Evaluate 

Hk = Prob {misclassification over ~lLk ^ ,~}; 

} K 
Best discriminated class C~: I-I~ = min FI~ YC~eC; 

I = 1  

Updated set of discriminated classes: S = S w C6 
Hierarchical rule: A = A v L~; 
Remaining classes to be discriminated: C = C - C~; 
Remaining example sets to be classified: f~ = f ~ -  ~ .  

The hierarchical classification rule obtained by this 
method has the property that each of its subrules Li is 
optimal in the sense of minimal probability of mis- 
classification. The total number of calculations for the 
probability of misclassification (36) is 

K(K + 1) 
K + K - I + K - 2 + . . . + 3 + I -  2. (37) 

2 

Therefore, the computational complexity of the deriv- 
ation of the hierarchical rule is of the order of O(K2), 
where K is the number of classes. 

4. R E G I O N  G R O W I N G  

The problem of image segmentation is defined as 
follows., s,19) Let l(i,j) be a picture function defined on 
its domain X, i.e. (i,j)~X. A logical rule L is defined on 
the subsets {Xk} of X, such that L(Xk) evaluates a 
property of the pixels in X which belong to {Xk}. A 
segmentation of X is a partition of X into subsets or 
regions {Xk}, k = 1 . . . . .  K for some K such that 

K 

X =  U X k  
k - 1  

X k c ~ X l = ~  for k # l  (38) 

L(Xk)=TRUE Vk 

L(XkUXI)=FALSE for kv~l. (39) 

If the features can be calculated at each image pixel, 
the learning procedure of the previous section infers 
the required rule L which defines the segmentation for 
the entire image. If one of the features used in the rule 
is the run length, only the pixels participating in runs 

can be segmented. If horizon features are used in the 
rule, the situation is even worse: only the pixels belong- 
ing to horizons can be segmented initially. In those two 
cases region growing techniques must be applied, if 
segmentation of the entire image is required. We have 
to infer what information can be assigned to other 
pixels that do not participate in horizons, assuming 
that pixels close to horizons will behave similarly. 
Thus, we have to investigate for proximity rather than 
for similarity. We will propose two methods for solving 
the problem under consideration. The first one is based 
on a modification of the Voronoi tessellation ~2s) and 
the mathematical morphology, t291 while the second 
method is based on a "radiation model". The horizon 
pixeis are used as "seeds" for the Voronoi tessellation 
of the seismic image. The Voronoi tessellation of a 
plane (in our case the image plane) results in a partition 
into regions, such that all points in the same subset 
have as their nearest neighbours reference points of a 
specific texture class and are classified according to 
them. The horizon pixels grow in successive steps until 
they cover the entire image. At each step it is checked 
if regions stemming from horizons of the same cluster 
have a common boundary. If this is the case, these 
regions are merged. The boundary (if any) between two 
different clusters is "frozen" at each step. The growing 
of the image regions is performed by conditional 
dilation, t29~ Let Xk, k= 1,... ,K be subsets of the 
image domain X, representing the image pixels which 
correspond to each texture region. Let also X~(i), 
k = 1,. . . ,  K be the sets representing regions k = 1,.. . ,  K 
at step (i) of the growing procedure. At step (0), Xk(O) 
contains the horizon pixels corresponding to class k. 
The region growing which leads to a modified Voronoi 
tessellation of the image plane is based on mathe- 
matical morphology. Let also B be a structuring 
element, ~29'3°) whose size determines the size of the 
region growing at each step. Its shape governs the 
geometry of cluster growing. If uniform growing along 
all dimensions is required, the structuring element B 
must be a disk. However, in the Euclidean grid ~ 2  no 
exact representation of a disk can be found. Thus, the 
structuring element CIRCLE shown in Fig. 5 has been 
used instead. This produces an acceptable relatively 
uniform growing along all dimensions. The region 
growing at step (i) is given by the following recursive 
procedure: 

I 1 Xk(i)= [Xk(i-- 1)~B~]n  U Xt(i-- 1) (40) 
L_l= l , l # k  

O 0 0  

O O 0  O O O 0 0  • 

O O 0  O O O O 0  O O  

@ O 0  O O 0 0 0  • 

0 0 0  

SQUARE CIRCLE RHOMBUS 

Fig. 5. Structuring elements 
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and 

X k ( i -  1)+B s = U X k ( i -  1)-b (41) 
b~B 

X k ( i  - -  1)-b = {ze-~2:z = x + b, x e X k ( i  - -  1)} (42) 

where ~ ,  n,  w, superscript c denote set dilation, inter- 
section, union and complementary set. (29'3°~ Equation 
(40) permits the growing of a cluster k in the image 
regions which have not already been covered by other 
clusters. The main disadvantage of this approach is 
that it does not eliminate small patches corresponding 
to noise, which may be found inside much larger 
regions. Its advantage is that only a few recursions are 
required for the segmentation of the entire image. 

Another approach more robust to "noise" will be 
described subsequently. It uses the so-called "radiation 
model". Similar models have already been used in 
pattern recognition (e.g. the potential functions in the 
deterministic approach to trainable pattern classi- 
fiers(lye). The proposed scheme is based on the follow- 
ing fictitious experiment. Let us suppose that a horizon 
pixel radiates according to the law 1/r. This means that 
the radiation received at a pixel ( i , j )  is inversely 
proportional to the distance of this pixel from the 
radiating horizon pixel. If each horizon pixel radiates 
at a different "frequency", according to the class it 
belongs to, each pixel receives sums of radiations at 
different frequencies. The pixel (i , j)  is assigned to the 
class from which it receives the maximal total radiation 
energy. By implementing this approach, small regions 
disappear if they lie inside larger regions because they 
radiate less. The radiation pattern can be described in 
terms of a function of the form 

C C 
h( i , j )  = - = 2 2 r < R.  (43) 

Let xk( i , j )  denote the positions of the radiating pixels 
belonging to cluster k 

Xk(i, j)  = ~ 6(i - -  ik, j - -Jk)  (44) 
(ik,jk)~Xk 

fi(i,j) is the 2-dimensional delta function. The radiation 
yk( i , j )  received at each pixel (i,j) is given by 

yk(i, j )  = xk(i, j )  ** h( i , j )  (45) 

where ** denotes 2-dimensional convolution. The 
pixel (i,j) is attributed to the class I for which 

K 

Yz(i,J) = max yk(i , j) .  (46) 
k = l  

The only disadvantage of the radiation model for 
region segmentation is its computational complexity, 
since it requires the computation of K 2-dimensional 
convolutions. If uniform region growing at all direc- 
tions is required, a circular radiation pattern is 
employed by choosing a = b = 1. However, in seismic 
applications radiation patterns elongated at the hori- 
zontal direction are preferable. This conforms with the 
fact that most geologic structures are also elongated 
horizontally. 

5. E X P E R I M E N T A L  R E S U L T S  

Before describing the details of the application of the 
proposed method for seismic image segmentation, we 
would like to give some details on the use of the various 
image features. The reflection strength is originally a 
real number. However, it is scaled in the range [0... 255] 
so that it becomes positive and can be displayed as 
seismic image intensity on display devices. The mean 
horizon strength has also the same range. The horizon 
length is an integer and it gives the number of traces 
which participate in the horizon. The run length is also 
an integer indicating the number of traces that parti- 
cipate in the run. Finally, the local and global horizon 
slopes are measured in degrees. 

The developed techniques for seismic image seg- 
mentation have been applied successfully in a variety 
of seismic images. In the following, the segmentation 
of the seismic image shown in Fig. 6(a) will be des- 
cribed. The horizons, which have been followed by 
the technique described in Section 2, are shown in 
Fig. 6(b). All local and global horizon features can be 
easily calculated. The magnitude of the Hilbert trans- 
form is shown in Fig. 6(c). The run length image is 
shown in Fig. 6(d). Four representative seismic image 
regions having different seismic texture are chosen by 
the interpreter and are shown in Fig. 7. These image 
regions are denoted by R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , R 4 .  The corres- 
ponding feature classes are denoted by C~, i = 1 . . . . .  4. 
The feature vectors corresponding to the pixels in these 
regions consist of the example sets of the learning pro- 
cedure. The differences between the features in the 
training regions can be found by visual inspection of 
Figs 6(b)-(d) and/or by comparing the feature histo- 
grams that are calculated in the training regions. By 
visual inspection of Figs 6(b) and 7, the following 
qualitative observations can be made: 

(1) Region R 3 has small reflection strengths in 
comparison to the rest of the training regions. This is 
also manifested by comparing the reflection strength 
histograms in region R 3 (Fig. 8(a)) with the reflection 
strength histogram evaluated in the union of regions 
R x , R 2 , R  4 (Fig. 8(b)). 

(2) Region R 4 is distinguished from the training 
regions R 1 , R  2 by its local slope. This fact is also 
indicated by comparing the local slope histogram of 
region R4 (Fig. 8(c)) with that of the union of the 
regions R l, R2 (Fig. 8(d)). 

(3) Region R 2 has shorter horizons than region R~. 
This can also be found by comparing the correspond- 
ing horizon length histograms shown in Figs 8(e) and 
(f), respectively. 

Therefore, the following features will be used for 
texture description: mean reflection strength, horizon 
local slope and horizon length. Thus, the feature vector 
x is described as a triplet (x~, x2, x3), where xl denotes 
mean reflection strength, x 2 denotes horizon partial 
slope and x 3 denotes horizon length. The results of the 
learning procedure are summarized in Table 1. At the 

PR 25:9-D 
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Fig. 6. (a) Original seismic image. (b) Detected horizons. (c) Hilbert transform magnitude. (d) Run length 
image. 

Fig, 7. Examples of regions having different seismic texture. 

first step, the class C3 is discriminated from the others. 
The corresponding rule having the minimal probab- 
ility ofmisclassification is shown in Table 1. The choice 
of the optimal threshold Tt = 137 is found from the 
minimum of the entropy curve shown in Fig. 9. This 
curve has been calculated by using the histograms 
shown in Figs 8(a) and (b). At the second step, the 
class C4 is discriminated from the classes C1, C2, as 
shown in Table 1. Finally, at the last step the classes 
C1, C2 are discriminated from each other. Therefore, 
this strategy leads to a binary decision tree of the form 

if (xt < 137)  x~C3; 
else { 

if 
else 

} 
}. 

(x2 < - 12 °) x6C4; 
{ 

if (x l < 1 4 2 v x a < 7 0 )  
else x~Ct; 

xeC2; 

(47) 
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Fig. 8. (a) Reflection strength histogram in the region R3. (b) Reflection strength histogram in the union of 
the regions R,, R2, R4. (c) Local slope histogram of the region R4. (d) Local slope histogram of the union 
of the regions R;, R2. (e) Horizon length histogram in the region R 1. (f) Horizon length histogram in the 

region R 2. 
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Table 1. Learning procedure from training patterns on horizons 

Step 

Classes of Probability 
Class of counter- Thresholds of misclas- 

examples examples (T 1 , T 2, Ta) Rule siflcation 

C1 C2, C3, C4 142, - 6 °, 128 x 2 > - 6  ° 0.202496 
C 2 C 1 , C 3, C 4 153, - 12 °, 70 x 2 > - 12 ° 0.388880 

1 C3 C1, C2, C4 137, - 12 °, 104 x 2 _< 137 0.143421 
x 1 > 137 

Ca C1,C2,C 3 137, --12°,81 ^ 0.167114 
x 2 _< -- 12 ° 

C1 C 2, C¢ 150, - 6  °, 128 x2 > - 6  ° 0.208602 
x 1 > 157 

2 C2 C1, C4 157, - 12 °, 70 v 0.403871 
x 2 > - 1 2  ° 

C¢ C1, C2 149, - 12 °, 81 x2 -< - 12 ° 0.14 

x I < 142 

3 C2 C1 142, - 6 °, 70 v 0.30005 
x 3 _< 70 

The pattern vector is denoted as x = (x,, x 2, x3) where x, is the mean horizon strength, 
x 2 the partial slope and x 3 the horizon length. 
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T 1 
Fig. 9. Entropy curve as a function of the threshold T t on 
the reflection strength. The histograms of Figs 8(a) and (b) 

are used for its computation. 

This classification tree has minimum probability of 
misclassification at each decision step. Only horizon 
pixels can be classified and segmented by using (47). A 
region growing technique of the form (40)-(42) can be 
applied afterwards. The final segmentation is shown in 
Fig. 10(a). The segmented regions, which correspond 
to the classes C1, C2, C3, C4 are shown by increasing 
brightness. All four segmented regions are shown in 
Figs 10(b)-(e) for illustration purposes. They are 
superimposed as white regions on the original seismic 
image. It is observed that the obtained segmentation 
conforms with the original examples, as seen in Figs 
10(b)-(e). It also conforms to the observations (1)-(3) 
described previously in this section. Only the region 
corresponding to the class Ct is relatively small. This 
is explained by the tree structure of the classification 
rule that sends all unclassified pixels to the last class. 

The same learning procedure has been applied by 
using the example regions shown in Fig. 11 and by 
using the following feature vector: Hilbert transform 
magnitude and run length. The images of those two 
features are shown in Figs 6(c) and (d), respectively. 
Each feature vector x is of the form (xl, x2), where xt 
denotes run length and x2 denotes instantaneous 
amplitude. The distinctive texture properties are listed 
below: 

(1) Region R4 consists mainly of pixels participating 
in runs that are longer than the runs of the remaining 
three regions. 

(2) Region R 2 consists mainly of pixeis participating 
in shorter runs than runs in the classes regions R1, Ra. 

(3) Region R3 consists ofpixels having small Hiibert 
transform magnitude amplitude and participate in 
runs of moderate length in comparison to region RI. 

The results of the learning procedure are summar- 
ized in Table 2. The final classification rule is given as 
follows: 

if (x t > 202) xeC4; 
else { 

if (xl -< 91) xeC2;  
else { 

if (91<  xa _< 2 0 1 ^  x2 _< 30) 
else x e C t ;  

xeC3;  

}. (48) 

Expression (48) is used for the classification of pixels 
belonging to runs. The final segmentation shown in 
Fig. 12 is obtained by using the region growing pro- 
cedure (40)-(42). This segmentation is different from 
the segmentation shown in Fig. 10(a), since different 
features are used for texture description. 
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Fig. 10. (a) Segmentation of the original seismic image in four regions. (b) Region corresponding to R t. 
(c) Region corresponding to R 2. (d) Region corresponding to R 3. (e) Region corresponding to R,. 
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Fig. 11. New example regions. Fig. 12. Segmentation of the original seismic image in four 
regions. 

Table 2. Learning procedure from training patterns on runs 

Step 

Classes of Probability 
Class of counter- Thresholds of misclas- 

examples examples (T l, T2) Rule sification 

x I > 201 
C1 C2, C3, C4 201, 32 ^ 0.225783 

x2 > 32 
1 C 2 CI,C3, C 4 91,27 x 1 _<91 0.202149 

xl _< 201 
Ca C1, C2, C4 201, 28 ^ 0.2435 

x2 -< 28 
C4 C1,C2,C3 202,22 xl >202 0.155953 

C1 C2, C3 201, 35 x~ > 201 0.245556 
2 C 2 C1,C a 91,27 x I -< 91 0.227965 

C 3 C1, C 2 201, 28 x2 < 28 0.249861 

xl -< 201 
3 C 3 C 1 201, 30 ^ 0.384332 

x 2 _< 30 

The pattern vector is denoted as x=(xl ,x2)  where xl is the run length and 
x2 instantaneous amplitude. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The description of seismic image texture has been 
presented in terms of features evaluated either on 
horizons, or  on runs or  by using the Hilbert transform 
analysis. A rule learning technique from examples has 
been presented for two-class and multiclass texture 
discrimination. The principles of minimum entropy 
and minimum probability of misclassification have 
been used in the learning procedure. Two melhods 
have also been proposed for region growing. These 
methods lead to the segmentation o f  the entire seismic 
image. They perform pixel classification according to 
the geometric proximity to already classified pixels. 
The first method is based on a modified Voronoi  

tessellation and on the mathematical morphology. The 
second one is based on a "radiation model" for region 
growing. The whole segmentation procedure has been 
applied successfully in the segmentation of seismic 
images. 
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